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ÒModernity Meets Mythology: How Capitalism and the Anaconda Intertwined in the Peruvian
AmazonÓ
William Boose
Introduction
Amazonia has long endured the relentless onslaught of neoliberal development.1 Crude
oil and logging have both taken heavy social and environmental tolls. In 1971, the Peruvian
Government negotiated with Occidental Petroleum (Oxy) to drill in the Amazonian territory of
the Achuar peoples. During its peak, Oxy built airports, heliports, and refineries in route to
producing at the industrious rate of 115,000 barrels of crude oil per day.2 However, Oxy utilized
outdated practices in areas such as the Corrientes River basin, methods that were previously
banned in the US. On a daily basis, Oxy dumped an average of 850,000 barrels of toxic byproducts directly into rivers and streams that the Achuar utilize for drinking water and for other
necessities such as bathing and fishing. Across their thirty years of operation in the Peruvian
Amazon Oxy dumped approximately nine billion barrels of toxic waste.3 Illegal logging has also
destroyed Amazonian ecosystems at a high rate. In 2004 alone, loggers cut down the Amazon
RainforestÕs total area by 27,000 square kilometers.4 However, indigenous peoples actively fight
against these aggressive neoliberal development models.
In June 2009, indigenous protestors from the Awajœn-Wampi community blocked

1

The thesis will frequently discuss neoliberalism and capitalism. It understands capitalism as an overarching
international system that predates neoliberalism. As per David Harvey, capitalism is the political economy organized
in a specific way to permit the exploitation of society by the capitalist class. See David Harvey, A Companion to
MarxÕs Capital (London: Verso, 2010), 38 and 42-44. As Per Paul Mason, neoliberalism is understood as a system
whereby the role of the state is to continuously create opportunities for profit in the private sector by extending
market forces into areas where they did not previously exist. See Paul Mason, ÒInk it Onto Your Knuckles Ð
Carrillion is How Neoliberalism Lives and Breathes,Ó Novara Media, January 15, 2018. Neoliberalism became the
dominant economic system in the Peruvian Amazon in the early 1970s, for an analysis of how the Peruvian state
expanded market forces into the Amazon see Marc J. Dourojeanni, Amazon’a ÀQue Hacer? (Iquitos, Peru: CETA,
1990), 54, 97, 152. Accessed in Biblioteca Amaz—nica (Iquitos, Peru).
2
Emily S. Goldman and Mar’a Ramos, A Legacy of Harm: Occidental Petroleum in Indigenous Territory in the
Peruvian Amazon (Washington, D.C.: EarthRights International, 2007), 8.
3
Goldman and Ramos, A Legacy of Harm, 8-9.
4
Lucy Siegle, "Has the Amazon Rainforest Been Saved, or Should I Still Worry?" The Guardian, August 09, 2015.
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transportation of goods on local rivers and seized oil wells to resist the exploitation of their
ancestral lands in the Peruvian Amazon. Several hundred Awajœn-Wampi people seized
PetroPeru station Number Six, and 300 more protestors blocked the main bridge in Bagua.5 In
the operation to retake the bridge, police detained and injured seven indigenous people. Similar
altercations had taken place on previous occasions. Yet after this specific incident, the whole
Awajœn-Wampi community felt as if it were injured. Following their traditional customs they
demonstrated unity and intensified the protest Ð thousands of community members got involved.6
Protestors blocked the transport of goods on the rivers near El Resposo, a town in El Milagro
district.7 This action, along with the occupations of oil stations and the bridge, led up to a violent
confrontation in Bagua itself. The Peruvian government sent in its armed forces to support police
counter-protest efforts and re-establish full economic operations. Indigenous protestors did not
retreat, and they clashed with state forces in a full-fledged battle. The government implemented a
campaign of terror to quell indigenous protests. Congressman Mayorga Miranda claimed that
during and after the Baguazo, state forces disappeared sixty people from the Awajœn-Wampi
community and allied indigenous forces.8 Journalists in Bagua witnessed police dumping bodies
into the Utcubamba River, and local citizens reported that injured and deceased people were
disappeared by soldiers after being relocated to El Milagro military base.9
Indigenous peoples live on top of and beside oil, gold, and rubber. Neoliberal
development models seek to extricate these resources and integrate them into national and global

5

Roberto Guevara Aranda, Bagua: de la Resistencia a la Utop’a Ind’gena (Lima, Peru: Punto y Grafia SAC, 2013),
204. Accessed in Biblioteca Amaz—nica (Iquitos, Peru).
6
Aranda, Bagua: de la Resistencia, 207.
7
Aranda, 220.
8
Aranda, 256. Note that the term ÒBaguazoÓ refers to the aforementioned series of conflicts in Bagua, Peru in the
summer of 2009.
9
"Death Toll Rises in Aftermath of Clash Between Police and Indigenous Protesters in PeruÕs North Amazon
Jungle," Peruvian Times, June 06, 2009.
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economies; the Baguazo shows that this often happens through violent state aggression.10 The
fight against the violent destruction of the environment takes place on many different fronts;
some forms of resistance such as myths and storytelling escape the gaze of outsiders.
In the Peruvian Amazon, many indigenous communities regard the anaconda as the
ÒMother of the RiverÓ.11 It is a central figure in cultural narratives, with roles such as the
guardian of the river, the progenitor of certain communities, or even as the belt that river
dolphins wear.12 The anaconda myths therefore constitute an essential part of cosmological
understanding.13 Yet, as loggers, oil companies, and other industries have substantially destroyed
the anacondaÕs natural habitat, the corresponding mythologies are now shifting in response to
this destruction. If these narratives fade away due to the destruction of the anacondaÕs habitat,
their reduced presence could engender a massive change in indigenous culture and storytelling.
Locals and tourists alike illegally trap anacondas to sell as pets, exotic food, or for their skulls.14
The cultural powers of the anaconda have been adapted in Iquitos itself, to an extent that the
anaconda now occasionally propels consumerist thinking. The belief currently exists that having

10

Jorge Gasch’ Suess, ÒLa ignorancia reina, la estupidez domina y la conchudez aprovecha. Engorde neoliberal y
dieta bosquisinaÓ in Articulando la Amazon’a: una Mirada al Mundo Rural Amaz—nico (Lima, Peru: Agencia
Espa–ola de Cooperaci—n Internacional, 2012), 110. Accessed in Biblioteca Amaz—nica (Iquitos, Peru).
11
With a spirit of respect and appreciation for the indigenous peoples of Amazon’a and their diverse cosmologies,
the thesis often uses the terminology of Òthe river.Ó In conversations with indigenous peoples in Padrecocha, Iquitos,
Zungarococha, and San Rafael, individuals have used the terminology of Òel r’oÓ (the river) to refer broadly to
waterways and rivers. Juan Carlos Galeano also uses this terminology in his works, such as Cuentos amaz—nicos.
Thus, when the thesis refers to Òthe river,Ó or ÒriversÓ it is speaking broadly of waterways in the Amazon. In cases
where specific waterways are mentioned their names will be provided.
12
Juan Carlos Galeano, Cuentos amaz—nicos (Bogot‡, Colombia: Icono Editorial, 2016), 51.
13
The thesis uses the definition of myth as developed by Mary Magoulick. She defines myths as symbolic tales of
the distant past (often primordial times) that concern cosmogony and cosmology (the origin and nature of the
universe), may be connected to belief systems or rituals, and may serve to direct social action and values. See Mary
Magoulick, "What is Myth?" Georgia College. https://faculty.gcsu.edu/custom-website/marymagoulick/defmyth.htm. Thus, as per MagoulickÕs definition, the thesis understands myths as distinct from stories
and tales. The thesis will use ÒstoryÓ or ÒtaleÓ to refer to narratives that are not myths. When the thesis uses the
plural Ònarratives,Ó it is referring holistically to indigenous myths, stories, and tales. It thus recognizes the cultural
significance that each myth, story, and tale has, while also understanding the delineation between these categories.
14
Segundo, interview by Will Boose, Padrecocha, Peru, June 2017; Bill (local zookeeper), interview by Will Boose,
Padrecocha, Peru, June 2017.
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an anaconda skull in your shop attracts more customers.15 I argue that despite the violence of the
capitalist political economy and more recent state-imposed violence of neoliberal development,
indigenous peoples in the Peruvian Amazon have consistently resisted physically and culturally.
They have also demonstrated a malleability to absorb new systems of thinking into their
preexisting cosmologies, even in ways that perpetuate traditional indigenous thought through
market phenomena.

Historical Setting
European and US extractive economies dominated AmazoniaÕs economy from 18601910 during the first rubber boom (Òepoca de cauchoÓ).16 Julio CŽsar Arana and other rubber
barons committed one of the cruelest processes of genocide and slavery that has occurred in
Peru.17 Due to the rubber trade, areas once beyond colonial frontiers were now integrated into the
global exchange system. As a result, native peoples were either violently recruited to be rubber
tappers or driven deeper into the forests.18 The rubber extraction process established a social
system totally alien to indigenous ways of life, and thus it had a severe disintegrating effect on
indigenous cultures.19 This capitalist expansion into Amazonia, driven in part by the rubber
boom, laid the foundation for modern international trade agreements.20
The Peru Free Trade Agreement (PTA) between the United States and Peru proves
particularly illustrative of the ways that treaties are used to exploit natural resources. In 2007
Senator Harkin of Iowa, a self-described advocate of free trade, gave a speech on the senate floor
15

Lander Acho, interview by Will Boose, Padrecocha, Peru, June 2017.
Bradford L. Barham and Oliver Croomes. ÒProsperityÕs Promise: The Amazon Rubber Boom and Distorted
Economic Development,Ó Hispanic American Historical Review, January 1996, 1.
17
Dourojeanni, Amazon’a ÀQue Hacer? (Iquitos, Peru: CETA, 1990), 52.
18
Unknown photographer. Armas que se Utiliz— para Amedrentar a los Ind’genas, black and white photograph,
Museo del Barco Ayapua, Iquitos, Peru.
19
Avencio Villarejo, As’ es la Selva (Putomayo, Peru: CETA, 2002), 140. Accessed in Biblioteca Amaz—nica
(Iquitos, Peru).
20
Barham and Croomes, ÒProsperityÕs Promise,Ó 142.
16
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criticizing the proposed agreement. Harkin argued that the trade deal contained inadequate
environmental protections and insufficient insurances for the rights and working conditions of
laborers.21 Despite his objections, the agreement went into effect in 2009, proclaiming to support
workersÕ rights and the environment.22 However, environmental transgressions such as illegal
logging have continued in Amazonia under the PTA, as cited by Representative Earl Blumenauer
from Oregon in a 2015 speech addressing the US House of Representatives. Blumenauer stated
that 80% of logging performed in the Peruvian Amazon is done so illegally. Much of that
illegally acquired timber is bought by the United States. Blumenauer emphasized that point by
telling the House that over seventy shipping containers full of illegally harvested Peruvian timber
arrived in the port of Houston, Texas one week prior to his speech.23 Peru facilitates these forms
of exploitation; it installed a concession system that enables profitable illegal logging to
continue.24 Thus, state policies perpetuate environmental destruction and harm to indigenous
communities.
Under these modern economic regimes, violence against indigenous peoples continues
unabated. Petroleum companies like Petroperœ contaminate crucial waterways with levels of
chloride elevated three-hundred times higher than the EPA-recommended level for aquatic
wildlife and barium, a substance that can cause gastrointestinal problems, muscular weakness,
heart problems, paralysis, and even death. The levels of barium found in the Corrientes River
basin range from 12-18 mg/L, dangerously higher than the recommended maximum of

21

Senator Harkin (IA). ÒPeru Free Trade Agreement.Ó 110th Congress, 1st Session Issue: Vol. 153, No. 185 Ñ Daily
Edition (December 5th, 2007), S14779-S14780.
22
"Peru Trade Promotion Agreement | United States Trade Representative." Office of the United States Trade
Representative.
23
Representative Blumenauer (OR). ÒPeru and Illegal Logging.Ó 114th Congress, 1st Session Issue: Vol. 161, No.
174 Ñ Daily Edition (December 2nd, 2015) pp. H8863-H8864.
24
Matt Finer, Clinton Jenkins, Melissa Blue Sky, and Justin Pine. "Logging Concessions Enable Illegal Logging
Crisis in the Peruvian Amazon," Nature.com.
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0.7mg/L.25 Animals, vital to indigenous cosmologies, suffer from environmental change and
destruction as well. Pink dolphin populations are severely impacted by droughts, which are made
more common by climate change. They require two years minimum of normal water levels to
recover their population after a year of drought. From 2006-2012, only three years had normal
levels, ergo dolphin populations could not recover.26 Residents of Iquitos are painfully aware of
the pollution in nearby rivers; some blame petroleum companies for decreased fish populations.27
In the Peruvian Amazon, indigenous groups united in June of 2009 to protest government
decree 1090, which they claimed protects unchecked development in their territories within the
framework of the PTA. Over 5,000 indigenous protesters resisted in Bagua, Peru to demand that
the government reverse the decree. In response, the state sent army helicopters, soldiers, and
police armed with tear gas grenades in order to violently break up the protest. Protestors fought
back and the violence resulted in at least forty people dead, including eight to twelve police
officers.28 This violent clash between indigenous protestors and the state set the stage for more
recent protests that erupted from 2015-2017. For example, in September 2017, roughly 600
members from the Achuar community seized fifty oil wells operated by Frontera Energy Corp.
They did so in protest of President Pedro Pablo KuczynskiÕs failure to apply an indigenous rights
law during negotiations with the company, even as FronteraÕs pollution remained in the rivers.29
The harrowing plight of indigenous peoples is not isolated to Peru, but rather a

25

Goldman and Ramos, A Legacy of Harm, 23.
JosŽ Alvarez Alonso, Amazon’a y Cambio Clim‡tico: Perspectivas, Oportunidades, y Amenazas (Lima, Peru:
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, Comisi—n Nacional Permanente Peruana; Ministerio del Ambiente; Instituto de
Investigaciones de la Amazon’a Peruana (IIAP), 2014), 26-27. Accessed in El Instituto de Investigaciones de la
Amazon’a Peruana (IIAP).
27
Sol Bartra, interview by Will Boose, Iquitos, Peru, June 2017; Mariana Alvarado Silviano, interview by Will
Boose, Iquitos, Peru, June 2017; Genesis Ramos, interview by Will Boose, Iquitos, Peru, June 2017.
28
"Death Toll Rises in Aftermath of Clash Between Police and Indigenous Protesters in PeruÕs North Amazon
Jungle," Peruvian Times.
29
Mitra Taj and Ursula Scollo, "Indigenous Protesters Seize Oil Wells in Peruvian Amazon: Chief," Reuters,
September 20, 2017.
26
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worldwide phenomenon. In the Brazilian Amazon from 1951-1979, landowners and the state
sought to pacify the Xavante people in order to acquire their coveted territories. By 1958, the
Brazilian government forced the entire Xavante population of the Couto Magalhaes-Culuene
region to vacate their homes. Similar to the peoples of the Peruvian Amazon during the rubber
boom, the Xavante were victims of frontier expansion and economic exploitation. However, the
Xavante fought back during the 1970s with a relentless effort to reclaim their territory.30 Thus,
far from passive, indigenous peoples resist the exploitation and destruction of their lands.
Indigenous lives and cultures are not only put in danger; they are also marginalized and
exoticized. When Polish philosopher and adventurer Arkady Fielder travelled to Iquitos and the
surrounding forest in 1933, he described four-fifths Ð the indigenous population Ð of Iquitos to be
physically fit but with the mental capacity of so-called cretins.31 His racism stemmed from the
age-old colonial dichotomy of the civilized and the savage: to Fielder, only the Iquite–os of
European heritage possessed intellectual prowess. The rainforest is seen as exotic and savage as
well. Fielder encountered an anaconda in his travels, which he described to be a very impressive
monster. He proceeded to photograph it, beat it with a stick, and execute it.32 The outsider
perspective of anacondas as monsters has carried into contemporary popular culture, as
embodied by its outlandish characterization in the 1997 Luis Llosa film Anaconda starring
Jennifer Lopez.33 This conception of Amazonian peoples and landscapes provides important
historical context to the thesis, particularly when it is from the viewpoint of government workers
and business people who came to the area via the expansion of capitalist exploitation.

30

Seth Garfield, "Where the Earth Touches the Sky: The Xavante Indians' Struggle for Land in Brazil, 19511979," Hispanic American Historical Review 80, no. 3 (2000), 537-538.
31
Arkady Fielder, The River of the Singing Fish (London, United Kingdom: Readers Union with Hodder and
Stoughton, 1951), 32.
32
Fielder, The River of Singing Fish, 127-129.
33
Anaconda. Directed by Luis Llosa. 1997.
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Methodological Approach
Narratives, photographs, and indigenous artwork form the core of the thesisÕ primary
sources; they help provide a view of the transformations occurring in modern Amazonia. When
working with sources such as narratives via texts, interviews, or street murals, the thesis employs
the method identified by Ann Stoler as reading along the grain Ð it analyzes sources as they are
presented, placing them within their historical moment and seeking to uncover a more profound
meaning while carefully hewing as closely as possible to the text presented.34 To access as close
as possible an unmediated view of the current situation, the thesis strives to incorporate
indigenous voices and scholars as the foundation of its discussion of indigenous cosmologies.
Pre-Columbian art, displayed in the Museo Larco (Lima), and street murals (Iquitos) constitute
essential sources.35 The former informs understanding of animal mythsÕ longevity in indigenous
cosmologies, while the latter display examples of popular resistance to neoliberal development in
the Peruvian Amazon.36
The thesis analyzes oral narratives as presented by Juan Carlos Galeano in his work
Cuentos Amaz—nicos.37 He directly transcribed and compiled these narratives from indigenous
storytellers in the Peruvian Amazon surrounding Iquitos. The specific narratives highlighted are
ÒYakumamaÓ, La muchacha y la boaÓ, and ÒJuan BoaÓ.38 These three narratives vividly portray

34

For an understanding of how the thesis understands reading Òwith the grainÓ or Òagainst the grainÓ see: Ann
Stoler, Along the Archival Grain: Epistemic Anxieties and Common Sense (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2009), 46-47 and 50. See also ÒReading With and Against the Grain,Ó Reading Advising & Mentoring
Program (RAMP), https://www.cpp.edu/~ramp/program-materials/reading-with-and-against.shtml.
35
I provide photographs of all referenced murals in the Appendix of the thesis
36
To further understand the longevity of myths, see: Claude LŽvi-Strauss, ÒThe Structural Study of Myth,Ó The
Journal of American Folklore, Vol. 68, No. 270 (1955): 428-444, 430 and LŽvi-Claude LŽvi-Strauss, Myth and
Meaning, London and New York: Routledge, 2016, 17. The thesis uses the former work to conceptualize myths as
describing events that happened long ago, but with an operative value derived from its everlasting specific pattern
that can explain the present, past, and future. Thus, the importance of myths is not static and changes with time. The
thesis uses the latter work to understand that mythologies incorporate recurring elements that can be studied to help
understand how myths change over time.
37
Galeano, Cuentos amaz—nicos.
38
Galeano, 61, 111, 123.
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how the anaconda is significant to regional cosmology; they also inform and complicate
indigenous understanding of capitalism, environmental destruction, and resulting cultural
changes. I further analyze these narratives with eleven interviews conducted in Iquitos, Peru and
the nearby indigenous community of Padrecocha.39 Photographs, such as those exhibited in the
Museo del Barco Ayapua (Iquitos), provide visual insight into the Amazonian rubber boom. I
also incorporate artifacts and exhibits from the Museo de las Culturas Ind’genas (Iquitos), which
is operated by a coalition of Amazonian indigenous communities.40
To supplement these primary sources, I consulted texts at several libraries and institutions
in Peru. While working with archival sources and state policies I employ StolerÕs methodology
of reading along the grain and the methodologies of reading with the grain and against the
grain.41 These methodologies help establish proclaimed intent, and help analyze a documentÕs
impact and to discern hidden intent. In Lima, I worked with the Biblioteca Espa–a de las Artes
within the cultural center at La Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos (UNMSM).42 In
Iquitos, I utilized reading rooms at La Biblioteca Amaz—nica and El Instituto de Investigaciones
de la Amazon’a Peruana (IIAP). For the broader economic framework, international trade
agreements permit an analysis of the changes brought about as a result of the integrations of
Amazonia into a global capitalist economy. These agreements, such as the PTA, are analyzed
through government documents and discourse about the treaty. Utilizing oral narratives, popular
art, photographs, and government documents provides an interdisciplinary and thorough
investigation into the effects that the state-imposed violence of neoliberal development models

39

Travel in Iquitos and Padrecocha lasted from May 31st, 2017 to June 21st, 2017.
These indigenous communities include the Achuar, Shipibo, Tikuna, Bora, Kuikuru, Yanomami, MatsŽs, and
Bororo.
41
Stoler, Along the Archival Grain, 50; ÒReading With and Against the Grain,Ó Reading Advising & Mentoring
Program (RAMP)
42
Travel in Lima lasted from May 23rd to May 31st, 2017.
40
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and their related processes of environmental degradation have had on the indigenous
cosmologies of the Peruvian Amazon.
Theoretical Approach
To interpret the primary sources, the thesis utilizes a historical materialist approach. As
conceptualized by Walter Benjamin, history is a process that links past, present, and future into
an organic whole. Benjamin sought not just to write history, but also to develop a new concept of
history. He also sought to pry history away from being a tool of the ruling classes, and to instead
reject conformism.43 Following Benjamin, the thesis understands the past as incomplete, and thus
does not conceptualize history as a collection of static episodes.44 Furthermore, the thesis does
not isolate the use of indigenous myths to a specific historical moment in Amazonia. Myths help
connect the past, present, and potential futures and thus create a historical materialist
understanding of history.
As John Thornton demonstrates in "Cannibals, Witches, and Slave Traders in the Atlantic
World," mythologies shape the ways that people integrate capitalist realities into their existing
worldviews.45 Thornton provides a theoretical framework to understand the ways through which
oppressed peoples have conceptualized suffering induced by slavery and economic exploitation.
While he focuses on the Transatlantic Slave Trade and the oral narratives of West Africans, his
work helps understand how indigenous peoples in the Peruvian Amazon interpret capitalist
exploitation through the lens of pre-existing knowledge such as myths. To understand how myths
shape the ways that contemporary peoples perceive a rapidly changing world, I use Adeline
43

Alfredo Lucero-Montano, ÒOn Walter BenjaminÕs Historical Materialism,Ó Astrolabio: Revista Internacional de
Filosof’a 10 (2010), 126-131, 127-128.
44
For further understanding of BenjaminÕs historical materialism, see: Alfredo Lucero-Montano, ÒOn Walter
BenjaminÕs Historical Materialism,Ó Astrolabio: Revista Internacional de Filosof’a 10 (2010), 126-131. Also see
Walter Benjamin, ÒOn the Concept of History,Ó in Gesammelten Schriften I:2. Suhrkamp Verlag. Frankfurt am
Main, 1974, translated by Dennis Redmond, sections I, V, VI, and VII.
45
John Thornton, "Cannibals, Witches, and Slave Traders in the Atlantic World," William and Mary Quarterly 60,
no. 2 (2003): 273-94, 275 and 277.
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MasquelierÕs ÒEncounter With a Road Siren.Ó Masquelier analyzes popular Nigerian oral
narratives, with a focus on the powers of the mythical road siren.46 She explores transformations
within these narratives that have occurred through the emergence of modern mercantilism.47
Thus, MasquelierÕs work serves as a model for the thesis Ð particularly her discussion of how
communities change and modify cultural narratives to address the contradictions of colonialism
and capitalism.48
To understand how capitalism works and how it expands into new areas, I use David
HarveyÕs Seventeen Contradictions and the End of Capitalism. Harvey provides a way to
understand the rapid expansion of capitalism and neoliberalism into places such as Amazonia.
Furthermore, Harvey offers alternatives to capitalist development. As Harvey posits, rather than
weaken capitalism, its inherent contradictions have actually strengthened it, and thus he proposes
a new praxis for an eventual move away from a capitalist political economy.49
Since violence forms a fundamental element of neoliberal expansion, and since violence
also appears in many of the sources used, understanding the ways that it functions proves
essential. To this end, I primarily use the works of Walter Benjamin, Slavoj !i"ek and Neil
Whitehead. BenjaminÕs ÒCritique of ViolenceÓ helps understand the relationships between law,
violence, and justice, and the overarching role of the state in these processes. For example, the
thesis applies his analysis of the stateÕs law-preserving violence towards neoliberal policies in
the Peruvian Amazon.50 !i"ekÕs Violence provides a framework to analyze the different forms of
violence that resulted from the imposition of capitalist modes of exchange on indigenous peoples
46

Adeline Masquelier, "Encounter With A Road Siren: Machines, Bodies and Commodities In the Imagination of a
Mawri Healer," Visual Anthropology Review 8, no. 1 (1992): 56-69.
47
Masquelier, "Encounter With A Road Siren,Ó 57.
48
Masquelier, 61.
49
David Harvey, Seventeen Contradictions and the End of Capitalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014),
254, 4, and 294-297.
50
Walter Benjamin, ÒCritique of Violence,Ó in Walter Benjamin, Selected Writings, Volume 1 (New York: Belknap,
1999), 248.
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in the Peruvian Amazon. His concept that economic globalization relies entirely on violence,
which he divides into two broad categories of subjective and objective violence and
subcategories that include symbolic violence, helps understand how the state employs violence
in support of the neoliberal project despite the stateÕs claim that it seeks to protect indigenous
peoples. 51 WhiteheadÕs "Violence & the Cultural Order" helps to understand how indigenous
forms of violence have been denigrated and used to justify the violent western expansion. By
challenging the common Western perception of violence as being consistently immoral,
Whitehead argues that typical nonviolent solutions to the problem of systemic violence only
ensure the perpetuation of the existing hegemonic system. He posits that violence could actually
be redeeming, and indeed necessary to the continuance of life.52 His theories are fundamental for
the understanding of how indigenous groups respond to neoliberal development in the Peruvian
Amazon, particularly in regards to protests such as the one in Bagua against environmental
degradation.

Historiographical Contributions
While the environmental deterioration of the Amazon has been extensively studied, more
work is needed that analyzes the impact of that degradation on indigenous cultural narratives. In
that way, the thesis strives to emulate Adeline MasquelierÕs Road Sirens, in which she highlights
the ways communities make value judgments of modern realities through traditional myth.53 This
thesis manifests as a unique interdisciplinary blend of sources and perspectives, utilizing
historical and anthropological methods in both English and Spanish. The thesis highlights how
51

Slavoj !i"ek defines subjective violence as the immediate physical and physiological experience of violence
enacted by identifiable individuals and / or crowds. He defines objective violence as systemic, seemingly
anonymous, and inherent to the normal state of things. !i"ek also identifies a category of violence inherent to
language that he labels as symbolic violence. The different categories of violence form the processes of, violence
inherent in capitalism. See Slavoj !i"ek, Violence: Six Sideways Reflections (New York: Picador, 2008), 10, 12-13.
52
Neil L. Whitehead, "Violence & the Cultural Order," Daedalus 136, no. 1 (2007): 40-50, 40.
53
Masquelier, "Encounter With A Road Siren,Ó 57 and 61.
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capitalist processes engender cultural changes, even amongst narratives that are central to
indigenous groups. Furthermore, it creates new insights by grounding these arguments in specific
aspects of indigenous narratives, e.g. the anaconda skull tale.
In Bagua: de la Resistencia a la Utop’a Ind’gena, Peruvian scholar and lawyer Roberto
Guevara Aranda analyzes the Baguazo through the intersections of state violence, indigenous
cosmologies, and indigenous resistance.54 His work evaluates the discourses that the state uses to
justify violence against indigenous peoples, as well as indigenous responses to that violence. For
example, he contextualizes the Baguazo as the last of eight large-scale Amazonian strikes and
protests from 2002-2009.55 This work helps understand the ways in which indigenous belief
systems and cultural values inform resistance against the capitalist political economy and
neoliberal development. The thesis builds on Guevara ArandaÕs analysis of indigenous resistance
and state violence, and incorporates movements and events that have occurred since the
publication of his work.
The thesis also builds on Seth GarfieldÕs ÒWhere the Earth Touches the Sky,Ó especially
on his arguments regarding state-indigenous relations in the Brazilian Amazon. His analysis of
the Xavante peopleÕs resistance to economic development in their ancestral lands provides a
similar investigation to that which this thesis attempts in the Peruvian Amazon.56 Garfield
demonstrates how the Xavante people resisted the stateÕs intrusions into their ancestral territory.
His account of indigenous activism against capitalist expansion can be compared to indigenousÕ
reactions to economic development in Peru; the thesis builds on his work most directly while
discussing the resistance of the Achuar peoples in the Peruvian Amazon.57 GarfieldÕs article

54

Aranda, Bagua: de la Resistencia.
Aranda, Bagua: de la Resistencia, 107.
56
Garfield, ÒWhere the Earth Touches the Sky,Ó 538.
57
Garfield, "Where the Earth Touches the Sky,Ó 548.

55
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ÒTapping MasculinityÓ presents an analysis of labor dynamics during the second rubber boom in
the Brazilian Amazon and also serves as a historiographical launching point, by analyzing
themes such as masculinity as well as the partnership between the US and Brazil to develop the
Amazon.58 His findings serve as a useful parallel to the situation of indigenous laborers during
the first rubber boom in the Peruvian Amazon.
ÒReconnecting Art and Science for Sustainability,Ó by Simone Athayde, et al, provides a
model for cooperation between researchers and indigenous communities. The authors
interviewed 114 indigenous men from three different regions of the Brazilian Amazon, and
found that their communities had forgotten traditional basket-weaving patterns Ð the knowledge
of sophisticated designs had not been passed on to younger generations. The researchers
partnered with these communities to perpetuate traditional knowledge via the promotion of
workshops and use of books filled with photographs of the patterns. 59 The thesis seeks to build
on this work by further exploring the potential loss of traditional knowledge, as well as the ways
in which the tools of modernity can be used to counter that loss.60

Body
Since at least 1250 BC, indigenous peoples living in the area now known as Peru have
featured anaconda and serpent myths as central pieces of their cosmologies.61 Indigenous peoples
have demonstrated malleability and adapted these myths in response to various internal and
external pressures throughout their histories. Currently, the indigenous communities that foster
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these ancient myths are responding to the political economy of capitalism and neoliberal
development and thus incorporating new lived experiences into their cosmologies. Before
colonial and state powers imposed a new societal structure on them via the extraction of rubber,
oil, and other natural resources, and extracted labor from the communities, most indigenous
peoples in the Peruvian Amazon were profoundly communitarian.62 They operated under a
collectivist, communal economic model.63
The political economy of capitalism, such as during the rubber boom, has forcefully
stripped away collectivist systems and incorporated indigenous communities into the global and
national economies. The ways that indigenous peoples self-identify have also undergone major
transformations. For example, the Tupi-Cocama people, out of fear or shame, have shifted from
identifying with their community to identifying primarily as Peruvian. This has happened
concurrently with extensive migration to the cities, more centralized agriculture and fishing
oriented towards the regional market, and shifts from extended to nuclear family dynamics.64
Under this new capitalist social structure, narratives have become commodities that can
be bought and sold.65 In this process long-standing indigenous symbols are stripped of meaning
and inscribed with new market-oriented symbolism. In Iquitos the principle artisan market for
tourists is called the ÒMercado Artesanal Anaconda.Ó Business owners appropriate the concept of
myth as a way to exociticize their wares and to attract tourists who travel to Amazonia for the
purpose of experiencing what they deem as exotic. For example, in Iquitos there is a popular
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restaurant Ð targeted primarily at tourists Ð called ÒMitos y Cubiertos.Ó66 The clever play on
words directly translates to Òmyths and tableware,Ó but its deeper meaning can be interpreted as
Òmyths and secrets.Ó Thus, patrons are promised access to myths and secrets, presumably
indigenous secrets. In the nearby town of Quistacocha, there is a zoo with murals depicting
Amazonian narratives at its entrance to help attract customers.67 In all three of these instances,
traditional indigenous cosmologies are mutated, in a way commodified, and then utilized to
generate profit.
Even the materiality of the myths has undergone the process of commodification and the
attendant commodity fetishism.68 In Iquitos and the surrounding indigenous communities, the
belief currently exists that having an anaconda skull in your shop attracts more customers.69 The
anaconda skull, as a commodity, mediates social relationships, in this case the interaction
between buyer and seller, and thus market concepts are imposed on traditional belief systems and
their material expressions. The anaconda has long represented the progenitor of certain
indigenous communities, the mother of the river, etc., but it now also represents an opportunity
to earn money. However, this new belief propels indigenous cosmologies through market
phenomena too. The anaconda skull is inextricably linked to the image of the animal itself,
which still resonates with many locals as a central figure in the myths.
Off of the coast of Iquitos, two rivers meet Ð the Amazon and the Itaya. At the surface,
their waters are two distinct colors due to their unique characteristics. Yet under the water the
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rivers exchange debris; driftwood from the Itaya can be swept away by the powerful current of
the Amazon. In the same way, market phenomena, whether unwittingly or planned, perpetuate
motifs from traditional indigenous cosmologies Ð even if they are substantially changed first. The
aforementioned murals at Quistacocha, for example, might increase the staying power of
traditional indigenous myths in the Peruvian Amazon. Modern technologies can also support
traditional knowledge, as seen with the workshops conducted by Simone Athayde, et al., in
collaboration with indigenous groups in the Brazilian Amazon.70
Anacondas also appear in contemporary visual arts. Hebe SolÕs Anaconda is a modern
adaptation of the anaconda myth in the form of a painting. Her work depicts an indigenous
woman with river tattoos sitting atop a massive anaconda, whose body winds down from the top
of the painting in the shape of a river.71 The river motif is reinforced by the lush green color
surrounding the anaconda, as if the animalÕs body is flowing through the rainforest. The woman
appears to grow out of the serpentÕs body, with her feet blurring as they make contact with it.
SolÕs painting functions as a visual manifestation of the ÒYakumamaÓ myth. The myth of the
Yakumama delineates the role of the anaconda as the so-called Mother of the River. The
protagonist of this myth is a man from Iquitos who ignores the warning of fishermen to get out of
the water and avoid the brewing storm, which is actually the Yakumama (anaconda). The myth
concludes by describing the Yakumama in deifying terms, having the power to provide
indigenous communities with fish or to starve them. The indigenous peoples in the myth possess
an understanding of their place in the world, while the city-dwelling protagonist does not know
how to co-exist with the spirit of the Yakumama.72 The anaconda is the Mother of the River, the
river is integral to indigenous lives, and the anaconda is therefore herself a mother of indigenous
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peoples. Yet with the anacondaÕs environment under threat from environmental destruction, this
crucial aspect of indigenous cosmology is in flux.
The neoliberal expansion into Amazonia has had a massive and detrimental
environmental effect that has greatly reduced the anacondaÕs habitat. During thirty years of
operations in the Amazon River Basin, Occidental Petroleum (Oxy) dumped approximately nine
billion barrels of toxic byproduct directly into the rivers and streams that indigenous peoples
utilize for drinking, bathing, and fishing.73 Restricting access to clean water where they can
drink, fish, and perform other cultural activities, Oxy threatened indigenous cultures as well as
their lives. Due to climate change, pollution, and deforestation, many protein rich animals have
decreased in population. This has fueled chronic dietary problems; roughly half of the indigenous
population of the Peruvian Amazon suffers from malnutrition.74 Recognizing the environmental
and cultural damage done by these actions, EarthRights International and Amazon Watch
recommended that Oxy clean up the mess, stop current contamination, provide financial
compensation, and ensure access to modern healthcare for their victims.75 These organizations
set a precedent by recognizing the cultural ramifications of environmental destruction.
Deforestation is also destroying the Amazon, with 24,000 square kilometers cut in 2004 alone.76
That severely diminishes the natural environment of the anaconda. Campesinos in the
Padrecocha community informed me that the animal now resides deeper in the jungle, and that
since they rarely see this important subject of the myths, they are unsure of their truthfulness.77
This destruction dates back to the first rubber boom, which started in the 1860s. The
boom not only caused deforestation, it also destroyed indigenous bodies at a remarkable rate. Of
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every one hundred workers sent into the rubber fields, seventy-five would die, desert, or leave
due to illness. Death rates were as high as 25-30 percent.78 Greg Grandin argues that slavery was
the flywheel of capitalism, necessary for capital accumulation.79 He highlights how African slave
labor and the buying and selling of Africans forms the foundation for modern global capitalist
economic development and further describes enslaved people as being at once credit, property,
investments, labor, commodities, and capital.80 In the Peruvian Amazon, the rubber trade was
similarly brutal and crucial to the expansion of capitalism in the region. Peru protected this
devastating industry with force by maintaining a strong naval presence in the port of Iquitos
throughout the boom.81 The companies set out to obtain rubber for luxury cars in the Western
world, violently exploiting indigenous laborers to do so in an efficient and profitable manner.82
This trade also intensified deforestation, setting up a brutal relationship between
indigenous rubber-cutters and the environment. As the myth of ÒLa muchacha y la boaÓ
demonstrates, traditional bonds between indigenous peoples and nature can be broken via the
intervention of development.83 This myth tells of a romance between an anaconda and an
indigenous woman. They have sex and nine months later she gives birth to anacondas that cry
like human babies. The family nurtures them to adulthood, at which point they release them back
into the lake. From then on, the family easily finds fish in the lake and they live their lives
contentedly. The myth concludes by stating that this happened long ago, and that now the
riverine people do not trust their children alone at the rivers for a fear of the seductive and
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powerful anaconda.84 Not all riverine peoples believe in the anaconda myths, and some people
such as the protagonistÕs brother would rather shoot the animal. According to the myths, those
who possess this cosmological knowledge will live fruitful lives in coexistence with nature.
However, the natural spirits will punish those who do not, such as the protagonist of
ÒYakumamaÓ. As capitalists exploit the region, it is probable that more people will think like the
city-dweller of that myth.
!i"ek identifies systemic violence in the idea of the so-called neighbor or Other.85 In the
Western world, indigenous peoples from the Amazon are often characterized as exotic. During
Arkady FielderÕs trip to Iquitos and the Amazon in 1933, he depicted the indigenous peoples as
dull-witted and only capable of physical prowess.86 The anaconda is also demonized,
demonstrated by FielderÕs decision to brutally execute one.87 Modern pop cultureÕs
understanding of the anaconda is embodied by its monstrous depiction in the 1997 Luis Llosa
film Anaconda.88 In the movie the protagonists view the anaconda as an enemy, a far cry from
the indigenous perception of her as the Mother of the River. The Western world marginalizes
indigenous peoples, landscapes, and cultures, and therefore creates a dynamic of objective
violence.
Abuses of capitalist extraction are a manifestation of ecological imperialism. Imperial
powers have wrought havoc on indigenous environments not only through physical violence, but
also via biological expansion. The core pillages the peripheryÕs resources and destroys
ecosystems vital to economic development. This also exposes capitalismÕs incompatibility with a
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healthy environment, as the dumping of ecological wastes widens the chasm between haves and
have-nots.89 David Harvey concurs, identifying capitalÕs relationship with nature as its one
possibly deadly contradiction.90 The exponential growth of capitalist activity has already
destroyed much of the worldÕs tropical rainforests, and carbon dioxide concentrations are rising
rapidly. CapitalÕs exploitation of the environment may unravel capitalismÕs own ecology.91
Transgressions such as OxyÕs in the Peruvian Amazon clearly demonstrate this idea: polluting
rivers that are integral to indigenous groups is a violent act of ecological imperialism that
threatens not only their economies and cultures, but also the global capitalist economy.
State oil company Petroperœ continued where Oxy left off, spilling over 3,000 barrels of
crude oil in in the Chiriaco and Morona rivers of PeruÕs Loreto province in February of 2016.
The spills injured about one hundred people and affected 4,500 more. Local media reported that
the oil contaminated the water supplies of at least eight villages.92 Cultural narratives such as
ÒJuan BoaÓ complicate indigenous understanding of such catastrophes by expressing liminality
between the river-world and the human world. This tale tells of a brother and sister who are
swallowed by an eddy, only to be converted into anacondas. It then follows the brotherÕs
adventures under the river, concluding with him describing the magnificence of the natural world
to his family.93 Juan is able to live in the river after his death, and eventually return back home.
This tale also highlights an intriguing piece of indigenous cosmology, the belief that those who
die in the river continue living as inhabitants of the river. Should the river wildlife die out via
processes of environmental destruction, those family members who live in the river would die as
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well.94 Indigenous peoples whose cosmologies include these narratives fight to defend not only
the river, but also their deceased loved ones.
On June 26th, 2014, VermontÕs Senator Leahy gave a speech to the US Senate in which
he condemned PetroamazonasÕ unethical oil drilling in the Yasuni reserve of the Ecuadorian
Amazon. He also criticizes EcuadorÕs President Correa for backing down after feigning a hard
stance against the companyÕs corruption and water contamination.95 LeahyÕs argument highlights
environmental degradation as an associated process of capitalism throughout the Amazon as a
whole, not just within Peru. Politicians like Leahy, who voted against the PTA, fight against
harmful state policies. However, they are vastly outnumbered; the PTA passed by a vote of 77 to
18. Ironically, the state uses its own narratives to propel development of the Amazon. PeruÕs
government propagates a conception of the Amazon as a vast, empty, and bountiful territory that
awaits entrepreneurs to develop it.96
The PTA claims to protect the environment.97 However, PeruÕs legal logging concession
system enables widespread illegal logging via the same regulatory documents that are designed
to ensure sustainable logging. Of all concessions supervised by state authorities, 68.3% are
suspected of illegal logging infractions. Permits for legal concessions are utilized to harvest trees
in unauthorized areas.98 Under the auspices of the PTA, the Peruvian government sells much of
that illegally acquired timber to the US.99 This reflects a global capitalist system in which many
nations and companies share the blame for environmental destruction, wherein local
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environments cannot improve while regional and worldwide outlooks continuously worsen.100
International trade deals such as the PTA perpetuate this dangerous situation.
Using the PTA to legitimize their actions, the state continued to seize and damage
indigenous landscapes. In 2009, indigenous groups led protests in Bagua, Peru against the stateÕs
Decree 1090. This decree is a manifestation of BenjaminÕs law-preserving violence, effectively
doubling down on the infrastructure of the PTA.101 The protest turned violent, with multiple
police officers dying and protestors thrown into the river to their deaths from helicopters.102
Throwing alleged enemies of the state from aircraft has a long history in Latin America; it serves
to at once instill terror and deny relatives the possibility of knowing the whereabouts of their
loved onesÕ bodies.103 This sick imposition of force reinforces Aime CŽsaireÕs colonial problem
Ð the colonizing force of the state cannot seek to instill such violence while remaining innocent.
Rather than the colonized, it is the colonizers who are barbaric through their violent imposition
of new political and societal structures.104 It also reinforces GrandinÕs argument that state forces
have escalated and evolved their violence from the brutalities of colonial rule to a harsher, more
modern violence. The BaguazoÕs brutality recalls GrandinÕs analysis of state violence in
Guatemala, where soldiers murdered children by beating them on rocks as their parents watched,
and burned some victims alive.105 The manifestation of what !i"ek defines as subjective violence
during the Baguazo resulted from the overarching systemic violence imposed on the indigenous
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peoples of the Peruvian Amazon.106
In response to the police deaths in Bagua, the Peruvian government released a video that
depicted indigenous resistors as war-crazed savages holding the country back. It stated that
indigenous territories belong to all Peruvians, and that the so-called Fatherland should not
forsake progress.107 In a declaration on June 8th, 2009, Peruvian President Alan Garc’a accused
the indigenous protestors of being subversive terrorists, and thus ignored the systemic violence
that they resisted.108 Therefore, the state publicly prioritized profit over indigenous lives. Both
subjective and systemic violence affect indigenous groups, with subjective violence like
environmental degradation being supported by the systemic violence of logging concessions and
decrees supporting oil extraction. These policies serve as a vanguard for capitalist expansion.
Dawn Paley highlights how the state violently exploits indigenous peoples via drug war
capitalism in order to take advantage of their resource-rich lands.109 The Peruvian state employs
analogous methods, dehumanizing the indigenous peoples of the Amazon as barbarians and
claiming the region is wide-open for development. Backed up by that discourse, policies such as
the logging concession system allow for capitalist expansion into the region.
Through the protests in Bagua and subsequent lobbying efforts, indigenous direct action
forced the state to build a new hospital in Santa Mar’a de Nieva, a new bridge, two new branches
of the Bank of the Nation, and various organizations dedicated to health and agriculture.110
Building off of these efforts, indigenous groups banded together again in September of 2016 to
resist the state violence imposed on them. Hundreds of people gathered in Saramurillo, an
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indigenous community on the Mara–on River in PeruÕs Loreto province. The protestors blocked
river transportation in order to impede the economic flow of the region. They pressured the
government to declare a state of emergency in the Mara–on Valley after oil spills in the area
affected five indigenous communities.111 When analyzing these protests, it is important to
consider the underlying respect that the indigenous peoples have for rivers. As the state degrades
the waters, indigenous narratives like ÒJuan BoaÓ help understand the necessity that indigenous
communities have to protect waterways, after all destroying them threatens loved ones who live
under the water.112 The state also threatens wildlife such as pink river dolphins and anacondas,
which some narratives value equally as humans.113 In response to indigenous resistance, the state
argues that indigenous peoples are antidevelopment and guided by irrational logic.114
However, it is preexisting knowledge of and respect for the environment that helps drive
indigenous peoples to make negative value judgments of the capitalist exploitation imposed on
their territories. These judgments are expressed through many mediums, including popular street
art. A mural on the Malec—n Tarapaca in Iquitos depicts a deformed fish and an oil well pumping
pollution into the fishÕs mouth, which the anonymous artist skillfully portrays as aggravating and
deforming the creature.115 The myth ÒYakumamaÓ further develops the critical dichotomies of
man versus nature and city against jungle. The city-dweller exploits his indigenous servants, and
also ignores their spiritual knowledge of the environment. He deems their cosmologies frivolous,
leading the powerful Yakumama to punish him. It also informs indigenous understanding of
capitalist exploitation. He transported timber on his boat, taking resources from the rainforest to
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the city and contributing to deforestation. The storytellers who relate this myth tell of his
downfall, highlighting their desire for the powerful natural world to fight against exploitation of
the Amazon. This supports the argument presented by Amazonian historian and schoolteacher
Mart’n Re‡tegui Bartra, who claims that indigenous traditions, dances, and cosmologies are the
foundations of their resistance.116
Scholars Joni Adamson and Juan Carlos Galeano posit that these cultural narratives are
told for entertainment, but also to theorize contemporary development around globalization and
accelerating environmental change and widening social disparities.117 They argue that indigenous
cosmologies directly inform indigenous communitiesÕ political movements; a process they term
cosmopolitics. Indigenous peoples understand the transformational beings in their cultural
narratives as persons who move in the cosmic realm and provide hope for the future. These
cosmovisions are thousands of years in the making, and offer visions that play an important role
in twenty-first century political movements. Adamson and Galeano identify the Zapatista
movement, Idle No More, and efforts to preserve the Alaskan National Wildlife Refuge as
examples of indigenous peoples calling upon traditional cosmologies to organize cosmopolitical
movements.118 I build on their arguments and call for the inclusion of indigenous protests in the
Peruvian Amazon from 2002 to present as a series of overlapping cosmopolitical movements.
Another direct example of indigenous cosmologies informing political action is the
Universal Declaration on the Rights of Mother Earth. In 2010, representatives of indigenous,
global south, and multi-ethnic groups from around the world united at the World PeoplesÕ
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Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of Mother Earth in Cochabamba, Bolivia to
proclaim Òviolations against our soils, air, forests, rivers, lakes, biodiversity, and the cosmos are
assaults against us.Ó119 They call for the recovery, revalidation, and strengthening of their
civilizations, cultures, and cosmovisions based on ancestral indigenous knowledge and wisdom Ð
in order to construct alternative ways of life.120 In point two they call for respect, harmony, and
balance between people and nature, and the establishment of a society based on social and
environmental justice. They explicitly state that this must be done to Òconfront the plundering
capitalist model and guarantee the protection of life as a whole.Ó121 Their complete proposal
consists of eighteen action items, and references Òsacred places, lands, and territories that have
been dispossessed and seized,Ó Òour peopleÕs wisdom,Ó and the Òrevalidation and strengthening
of Indigenous PeoplesÕ technologies and knowledge.Ó122 Indigenous cosmologies permeate the
entire manifesto and inform each of its calls to action.
As active historical agents, indigenous peoples have resisted state abuse of their resources
and cultures. In the 1970s, the Xavante people of the Brazilian Amazon fought relentlessly to
regain their land that the state and landowners had seized. In 1972, state power decreed five
Xavante reservations.123 However the Xavante called upon their traditional cosmologies to claim
that their lands go until Òthe earth touches the sky,Ó and went on the offensive Ð thus, traditional
thought served as a rallying cry for their resistance.124 They utilized their well-developed hunting
skills to remove invaders and put pressure on the government to enlarge their reserves. They
built on that momentum to mobilize politically and reshape state policy. In April 1976, after
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years of disputes over reservation borders and tactical relocation, the Brazilian government
decreed a new reserve in Culene.125 The case of the Xavante supports the argument developed by
Ranajit Guha that indigenous peoples and peasants do not chose violence as a first resort.126
Guha undermines the notion that peasant insurrections are spontaneous and are the first course of
action taken by the oppressed. That falsehood is perpetuated by primary sources of colonial
history, which were of course authored by colonial powers and thus biased against any
insurgencies.127 The state began to seize Xavante lands in the 1950s, and only after decades of
exploitation did the Xavante choose violence as the remaining logical option.
In recent years, the Nasa natives of ColombiaÕs Cauca Valley have militantly resisted
neoliberal exploitation of their lands, for example staging waves of monoculture clearance and
occupation operations.128 Almost biweekly, up to thousands of machete-bearing activists join
these communal actions, called minga, during which community members burn and hack down
swaths of sugarcane and then erect camps to protect the planting of traditional crops such as
maize and cassava.129 The Nasa see this in spiritual, cosmological terms Ð to them, their
resistance falls within the context of a centuries-old struggle for land and a clash between two
contrasting worldviews: theirs, which exists in harmony with nature; and the profit-driven
capitalist perspective.130 The Nasa have built a 2,000 strong indigenous guard in collaboration
with the roughly twenty other native communities in the Cauca Valley Ð this harkens back to the
traditional, communal solidarity of the Awajœn-Wampi people in the Peruvian Amazon.131 The
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NasaÕs struggle further reinforces the usefulness of reading historic struggles through the lens of
tragedy rather than romanticism Ð the Nasa have been fighting to protect their lands for centuries
and that continues to this day.132
Although neoliberal development models violently disrupt indigenous peoplesÕ
collectivist-communitarian traditions, indigenous communities actively fight against these
disruptions and thus demonstrate solidarity and persistence in their ideals.133 However, it is
important not to romanticize indigenous resistance movements; deforestation rose by 44% in the
Colombian Amazon in 2016.134 While indigenous peoples fight valiantly, they are still in a
critically vulnerable position due to the violent imposition of neoliberal development. David
Scott argues that all non-western societies are being destroyed and remade by the political,
economic, and ideological forces unleashed by European modernity. Those who lose their
culture, in this case indigenous peoples, are conscripts of so-called civilization.135
The Xavante and Nasa peopleÕs efforts provide parallel models for indigenous resistance
in the Peruvian Amazon. The Achuar have protested OxyÕs pollutant practices for years.136
However, indigenous cosmologies also help understand the exploitative economic systems
imposed on their lands. The story of ÒYakumamaÓ details the punishment of a woodcutter as he
tries to take his wares from the rainforest to the city.137 During the Transatlantic Slave Trade,
West Central Africans similarly used cultural narratives to respond to abuse. Their tales distilled
the exploitative practices of slavery down to the analogy of cannibalism, with the slave trader as
man-eater.138 They also used analogy to make all forms of exploitation into manifestations of
132
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witchcraft.139 Both West Central Africans and indigenous Amazonians highlight the destructive
essence of capitalism in their narratives.

Conclusion
Indigenous peoples are at the core of the front-line battle against capitalism and
environmental degradation in the Peruvian Amazon. In September 2017, members of the Achuar
community seized fifty oil wells operated by Frontera Energy Corporation in the Peruvian
Amazon and thus forcibly ceased the production of 12,000 barrels of oil daily.140 Even more
recently, the Achuar began using drones to document and report oil spills in the Corrientes River
Basin Ð thus showing impressive adaptability as they use the tools of their oppressors to resist.141
Indigenous communities actively protest, and the forest itself resists alongside them. Myths
about spirits like the Yakumama prove essential as they provide a belief in the immense power of
the environment.
One variant of the ÒChullachakiÓ myth effectively distills that sentiment. A rubber cutter
encounters a short man with a cleft foot. He is the Chullachaki, guardian of the forest and its
animals. The Chullachaki promises the rubber cutter a prosperous cutting career if he can defeat
him in a fight. He loses and grants the cutter more rubber under one condition: he cannot make
the trees cry their milky tears. The cutter ignores that advice, so the Chullachaki eventually kills
him with a curse in response to his unnecessary brutality against the trees.142 This harkens back
to ThorntonÕs analysis of West African oral narratives, which shows verbal curses were used as
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retribution against those who have wronged someone.143 This also resonates with MasquelierÕs
analysis of the so-called road sirens, with communities creatively addressing the contradictions
that have emerged as a result of neoliberal development.144
This variant of the Chullachaki myth drives at the essence of indigenous resilience:
storytellers created a narrative in which the guardian of the forest uses witchcraft to kill a
capitalist who sought to recklessly destroy the forest. Despite being the prime master of
exploitative witchcraft, the capitalist meets their match in indigenous myth.145 Indigenous
activism and these cultural narratives suggest that despite the relentless onslaught of neoliberal
development and its associated process of environmental destruction, indigenous narratives
remain relevant. However, it is clear that capitalism has intertwined with the narratives. Without
capitalismÕs presence, the Chullachaki would have no rubber cutter to curse and the Yakumama
would not have to destroy the loggerÕs boat to protect the rainforest. Those who support
exploitation in the name of the nation, such as Brazilian intellectual Euclides da Cunha, argue
that the brave rubber cutters traveled to the Amazon to dominate and tame it.146 However, as the
myth of the Chullachaki shows, the Amazon did not want a new master. Rather than silencing
myths and traditional folklore, indigenous storytellers have adapted myths and stories to help
understand their relationship with the economic systems imposed on their landscapes Ð and to
inform resistance of those systems.
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Appendix (Murals)
1. Anonymous. Murals, paint on wall, Quistacocha, Parque Zool—gico de Quistacocha.
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2. Anonymous. Untitled fish mural, paint on wall, Iquitos, Malec—n Tarapaca.
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